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Preface

Not so long ago, two large and quite old fields in physics, string theory and con-
densed matter physics, were more or less at the opposite ends of the physics
building. During the 40 or so years of its history, string theory has developed into
a high art of “mathematical machine building”, propelled forwards by the internal
powers of mathematics as inspired by physics. Yet, it has suffered greatly for the
shortcoming that its theoretical answers are always beyond the reach of experi-
mental machinery. Modern condensed matter physics is in the opposite corner. It
has been propelled forwards by continuously improving experiments, which have
delivered one serendipitous discovery after another during the last few decades.
However, its interpretational framework rests by and large on equations devel-
oped 40 years or so ago. There has been an increasing sense that it is these that
fall short in trying to explain the strongly interacting quantum many-body sys-
tems as realised by electrons in high-Tc superconductors and other unconventional
materials.

All this changed dramatically in 2007 when physicists started to feed condensed
matter questions to the most powerful mathematical machine of string theory:
the holographic duality in the title of the book, also known as the “anti-de Sit-
ter/conformal field theory” (AdS/CFT) correspondence. This book introduces the
explosion of answers that has followed since then.

The first (Jan) and last (Koenraad) of this book’s authors are from such oppo-
site corners. As soon as the seminal work of Herzog, Kovtun, Sachdev and Son
in 2007 showed that these two subjects have dealings with each other, Jan and
Koenraad recognised the potential and met up, almost literally half-way up the
stairs. As has been characteristic for the development at large, it took us remark-
ably little effort to get on speaking terms, despite our superficially very different
backgrounds. Shrouded by differences in language, string theory and condensed
matter had already been on a collision course for a while, meeting each other on
the common ground of quantum criticality/conformal field theory. In the years that
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x Preface

followed this dialogue only intensified and the upbeat tone of this book is a testi-
mony of the great time we had together. The largest part of that time was shared
with the two middle authors (Ya-Wen and Yan), who came to Leiden as postdocs
in 2010, freshly graduated from the Chinese Academy of Science in Beijing. The
seeds for this book were planted when Jan received the invitation to become the
2012 Solvay Professor in Brussels, with the request to organise an AdS/condensed-
matter-theory lecture course. What you see before you grew from the notes of this
course, joined together with lecture notes by Koenraad at the 2012 Cargèse and
2013 Crete schools.

This is an incredibly fast-moving field, and many pages had to be added to
describe the developments that happened since the summer of 2012. In January
2014 we stopped playing catch up, and we decided to get it out as quickly as possi-
ble, given the high demand for such a text at this moment. The first nine months of
2014 turned into a writing frenzy for all of us, and the result is lying in front of you.
We are well aware that in certain regards the book therefore has its limitations and
that the text will already be obsolete as soon as it appears. Examples of significant
developments that occurred since our cut-off are a holographically inspired the-
ory of incoherent metals1 and a holographic solution of the anomalous temperature
scaling of the Hall angle as observed in high-Tc superconductors.2 Nor do we claim
this to be a comprehensive review that does justice to all of the papers which have
been published on the subject. What we have done is to provide an introduction to
serve a non-expert readership that wishes to be informed about the main develop-
ments. Our aim has been to catch the mainstream, those developments where one
discerns a consensus in the expert community that these are the most significant
accomplishments. As authors we found it quite obvious how to make this selec-
tion and we sincerely believe that our choices will be approved by the AdS/CMT
experts. We felt that we just had the role of humble narrators working on the chron-
icles of a monumental physics odyssey. We wish to take you on board and we hope
you will enjoy it as much as we do!

We are in the first instance indebted to numerous holographists who contributed
to our understanding of the correspondence. We are particularly grateful to Andrea
Amoretti, Steffen Klug, Richard Davison, Andrey Bagrov, Petter Sæterskog and
Balázs Meszéna for their thorough proofreading of the manuscripts and their many
helpful suggestions, and to Mihael Petač for his help on the figures. Both the Leiden
and Madrid physics departments gave us all the room to concentrate on the writing
of this book. We acknowledge financial support of various funding organisations,
in particular the Solvay Foundation and the Dutch Foundation of Fundamental

1 S. Hartnoll, Nature Phys. 11, 54 (2015), arXiv:1405.3651.
2 M. Blake, A. Donos, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 021601 (2015), arXiv:1406.1659.
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Preface xi

Research on Matter (FOM) in the initial stages of this project, as well as the Span-
ish MINECO’s “Centros de Excelencia Severo Ochoa” Programme under grant
SEV-2012-0249, the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research/Ministry of
Science and Education (NWO/OCW), and a grant from the Templeton Founda-
tion: the opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the John Templeton Foundation. Jan Zaanen and
Koenraad Schalm acknowledge the hospitality of various institutions during the
writing process: the Aspen Center of Physics, supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. PHYS-1066293, the Kavli Institute for Theoretical
Physics, supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NSF
PHY11-25915, and the physics department of Harvard University in particular.

Jan Zaanen, Ya-Wen Sun, Yan Liu and Koenraad Schalm
Leiden and Madrid
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